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i. the comic audience is both illiterate and literate, so both language formats (graphic and text) need
to be used. the comics should be made available for free (both print and digital versions) so that the

comics can be read by those who are not literate. the genre of horror is mainly based on creating
and maintaining suspense, which is best known by the jump scare. in all comics, the story line

contains the requisite number of events, threats and mystery, which are ultimately resolved at the
end of the story. these stories focus on the battle between good and evil, to the point of apocalyptic
and bloody horror. the genre of horror is often associated with religion, with the saints and angels as

protagonists, who are characterized by their supernatural powers or by their being sent by god as
sentinels. in many cases, the horror story or the comic is a kind of allegory, as a nudimmundus or a
parokshana or an apkali or an apkalaka or an apkalaka -daddy of the devas, or a darkling. as for the

genre of thriller, it is developed in the same way, but the object is not to create suspense, but to
advance the main character toward an ambiguous or improbable end. the kathin ka or kathin -it is a

living organism, the smallest of which can be a big deal, and the largest of which is barely
noticeable, are the sub-genres of thrillers. another sub-genre is gaman, that is, the novel that has a

dual meaning, the meaning of the story being one and the meaning of the author being another.
there are also chinta niramaya, chinta pichhaya or chinta pisca or chinta rakta or chinta acharya or
chinta rakta. these are stories in which the author also becomes a character. the genre of thrillers is

not that old; it was born in the early 20th century.
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free books [pdf]20+ horror books for free! [pdf] 3) science fiction books science fiction or science
fiction novels, sometimes known as space opera, is a subgenre of science fiction. the term science

fiction is also applied to novels that are not concerned primarily with space travel, but focus on other
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ideas such as mental science, brain science, or other scientific themes.many science fiction authors
create fantastic worlds and scenarios involving spaceships, ray guns, robots, aliens, and other such
things. the genre also includes the use of pseudoscientific concepts in a science fictional context.
examples of this would be the idea that extraterrestrial life has visited earth, or that life on other

planets is similar to, or the same as, life on earth. free books [pdf]10+ science fiction books for free!
[pdf] 4) thriller books the thriller is a genre of crime fiction, and may be defined as "a suspenseful
story that usually involves an intricate plot and dramatic suspense, usually involving some kind of
deception."in the thriller, the basic function of the author is to create a plot that keeps the reader
guessing until the ending. the thriller has its roots in the detective novel, with an emphasis on plot

rather than character.the plot of the thriller usually involves a crime, such as a murder, theft,
robbery, or rape. some thrillers are set in a real-life situation. the central question in all thrillers is
"who is the culprit?" free books [pdf]10+ thriller books for free! [pdf] 5) humour books humour is a
very common feature in literature. most forms of humour present themselves in comic books and

graphic novels. the funny can be an element in many types of literature, but it is the comic book that
usually presents the majority of humour. the usual function of humour in comics is to make fun of

the characters themselves and the situations they are in. 5ec8ef588b
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